Grand Unified Field Theory

The Theory of Everything

Are all fundamental forces variants of a single force?

lead to...
Unification of strong, weak
and electromagnetic forces

transferring electrons

many types of elementary particles...

Standard Model

Supersymmetry

...single string, many particles

sharing electrons

way string vibrates
determines particle type

Quarks

same regardless
of quantity
Fermilab

Properties:
boiling point
density
color
conductivity

String Theory

linear

superpartners
Atom react to one another

CERN

Proton =

synchrotrons

Particle
Accelerator

dark matter

Compound

strange/charm
top/bottom
up/down

Neutron =

up/down

u
u
d
+2/3 +2/3 -1/3 = 1 positive charge

Fermions

M Theory

Bosons

Graviton

Supergravity

gravity strings
“leave” the membrane

entire universe may be
vibrating on single membrane

= no charge

dimensions only appear
at subatomic level

some strings may vibrate on a membrane

Multiverse

= -1 charge

Neutrino

+ time
+ 7 others

left/right
forward/back

unifies 5 different string theories

Leptons

not composed of
other particles

requires 11 dimensions

added 11th

particle w/3 quarks

d
d
u
+2/3 -1/3 -1/3 = neutral charge
Electron

Dimensions

Baryons

2+ different elements

Elementary Particles

Vibration

different particles

may be more than
one universe

could unify 4 forces
gravitational
electromagnetic
weak
strong

has no mass
and no charge

carries the gravitational force

drives radioactive decay
binds quarks together

Photon

carries light

adult
(harder to grow)

Prokaryotic

single cell organisms

neutron has no charge

Molecule

stem cells can be programmed
to produce different cells

sum = atomic weight

proton has positive charge
#protons determines type of atom (or atomic number)

Atom
Asymmetric Division

fluid that fills cell

Cell

cell splits into two different cells

Cytoplasm

Organelles

complex molecules
help cell survive

#protons = #neutrons

electron has
negative charge

is an element
(1-92 protons)
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H

Hydrogen

allows for complexity

synthesizes
dna, rna & proteins

multi cellular

Pollination
Hibernation

dormancy - reduced activity

instinctive movement

Nomadic
e.g. toward water

Extinction

species dies out

Fermentation
Scavenging

Decomposing
bacteria
and fungi

Eating

genes passed on
from parents

adenine
cytosine
guanine
thymine

breed
together

use, but not harm, another species

Producer/Consumer

Competition

Organisms

all have an
impact on the other

Predator/Prey

competing for same resources

Mutualism

Protista Kingdom
Fungi Kingdom
Plantae Kingdom
Animalia Kingdom

diseases

Mutualism

benefits both species

Commensalism

one species harms other

Reproduction

communicates
communicates blueprint DNA instructions

evolutionary
benefits

Physical

immune response

can be restored

ozone layer thins,
more harmful UV

asynchronous

dissolved
dispersed
recycled

unique to plants

Air

Sexual

Food Webs

not alive

allows for growth
and metabolism

quaternaries
no natural enemies
tertiaries
carnivores/omnivores

autotrophs
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Manganese
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Cobalt
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Gallium

Germanium

Arsenic

Selenium

Bromine

Krypton
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Yttrium

Zirconium

Niobium

Molybdenium

Technetium

Rutenium

Rhodium

Palladium

Silver

Cadmium

Indium

Tin

Antimony

Tellurium

I
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Iodine

Xe
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Lanthanum

Hafnium

Tantalum

Tungsten

Rhenium

Osmium

Iridium

Platinum

Gold

Mercury

Thallium

Lead

Bismuth

Polonium

Astatine

Radon
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104
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Radium

Actinium

Rutherfordium

Dubnium

Seaborgium

Bohrium

Hassium

Meitnerium

Darmstadtium

Roentgenium

112

113

114

115

116

117
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Ununbium

Ununtrium

Ununquadium

Ununpentium

Ununhexium

Ununseptium

Ununoctium
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Hydrogen
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Praseodymium

Neodymium

Promethium

Samarium

Europium

Gadolinium

Terbium

Dysprosium

Holmium

Erbium

Thulium

Ytterbium

Lutetium
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101
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103

Thorium

Protactinium

Uranium

Neptunium

Plutonium

Americium

Curium

Berkelium

Californium

Einsteinium

Fermium

Mendelevium

Nobelium

Lawrencium

Changes in how atoms
are bounded together
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Oxygen

e

O

e
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H

Hydrogen

e
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Cerium

e

1

organized into groups
with similar properties

Xenon

e

2 hydrogens combine
to make water
...and fill oxygen’s outer shell

Nuclear changes

Gravitational

some mass converted into energy

object’s potential energy increases
the farther away from earth it is

changes in positions of objects

Exothermic

release energy to surroundings

Elastic

Endothermic

changes in compression

absorb energy from environment

e.g. photosynthesis

Gamma Rays

Chemical

Mass is conversed
during changes of state

energy that is stored

Particles in motion...
Vibrational
Translational
Rotational

Fusion

Fission

Nuclear

small amounts of matter
into large amounts of energy

more mass...
more sluggish!

flow of charge
particles

X-rays

electromotive force
moving from atom to atom

Ultraviolet

high pressure

joining two nuclei

stuff in object

high temperature

energy
increases

Electrical

atomic vibrations
used to measure time

common descent

Classified
Biomes

movement of an object

Kinetic

Global Warming

traps heat
inside earth
atmosphere

Pollution

finite amount
of resources

Environmental System
atmosphere
ecosphere

temperature

diffusion of pollution
coastlines milder
temperatures

Humidity

measure of energy
in air from sun

Tropical

Rainforests
Savannas

Arid

Dry

celsius

water vapor in air

Colder

Miocene

The Carbon Cycle
consumption

photosynthesis

Pliocene

decomposition

fossil fuels

plants cannot process carbon fast enough
fossil fuels non-renewable
carbon has to go elsewhere (conservation of mass)
carbon goes into environment

humans reducing earth’s
vegatation footprint

released into atmosphere

respiration

force to move object a distance

Vibrational

Forces at a distance
objects are not touching

iron
nickel

Plate Tectonics

impacts tides

Moon

convergent boundaries

reptiles evolved
dinosaurs evolved

humans evolved

Cambrian
Ordovician
Silurian
Devonian
Carboniferous
Permian
Triassic
Jurassic
Cretaceous
Tertiary
Quaternary

oxygen
75%
silicon
aluminum
iron
calcium
sodium
potassium
magnesium

Eras
Paleozoic

objects in motion, stay in motion

Action, Reaction

acceleration depends inversely on object’s mass

Comets

acceleration depends on net force
for every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction

Solar System

Mercury
Venus
Earth
Mars
most between

Asteroids

Spiral

rock

Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune

Acceleration

Forces are unbalanced

ice/dust

Elliptical
old stars

vector sum of all the forces that act upon an object.

galaxies moving
away from each other

middle aged stars

Irregular

young stars
+ gas & dust

Milky Way

barred spiral

Trans-Neptunian Objects

Galaxies

orbits sun out beyond neptune

Black Hole

dust/gas clusters

effects orbits

event horizon
space time is bent

Theory of Relativity
8 elements
98% of crust

weathering

Mountain Building

Cenozoic

van der waals bonds
electron/nucleus attraction

water
ice
waves
wind

covalent bonds
shares electrons

volcanos, earthquakes
elements
combine

Stratigraphy
Fossil Fuels

coal, oil, gas
requires extreme pressure

Minerals

electrostatic
attraction

ionic bonds
exchanging electron

Erosion
Mesozoic

metallic bonds

Geology
fossils

conductive
(electrons flow)

radiometric dating

rock sequences

desert
ice
tar pit

physical properties
fixed chemical properties

used to identify
mineral type

naturally occurring
found on earth naturally
inorganic (mostly)
crystalline structure

hardness

100B+
galaxies

gravitational pull
no light

color

no waves
no radiation

optical properties
crystal structures

Universe

created 14B years ago

carbon/hydrogen not present

Dark Matter

assumes nothing goes faster
than the speed of light

90% of universe

strong role in gravity/orbits

solid
within normal earth temperatures
orderly internal structure
atoms arranged in definite pattern

PROJ Science Roapmap
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requires quick burial
away from decomposers

like charges
repel

No Acceleration

Forces are balanced

dwarf planets
Pluto
Ceres
Eris

inversely proportional to
square of distance between them

tensional

Oort Cloud

orbit

gibbous
(>1/2 lit)

opposite charges
attract

spring

Orion Arm

Phanerozoic Eon

proportional to the masses

exists between any two charged objects

crescent
(<1/2 lit)

Mantle

divergent boundaries

force exerted between
magnetic poles

objects at rest, stay at rest

central and
largest

patterns of
movement
time of day
or season

Objects attract each other with
equal and opposite forces

air resistance

frictional

Kuiper Belt

Sun

Electrical

scattered disc

orbit

earth’s
magnetism

Magnetic

support
applied

magnitude and direction

nuclear
reactions

spins

strength of attractive
force of two masses

Earth Crust

Eocene
Carbon-based compounds
found in all living things

absorbs uv rays

Geologic Time Scale

Epochs

Internal Forces (@Distance)
no change to mechanical energy (is conserved)

Work

Vector Quantity

from the earth
perspective

Gas Giants

Ozone

fahrenheit

Precambrian Eon

Polar

force used to overcome resistance

Rotational

photosphere

fusion
(hydrogen into helium)

Troposphere

absolute
relative

Subartic Continental
organic

External Forces (Contact)
change to mechanical energy

Effort

Acceleration

prominences (flares)

Stratosphere

100%

sea life, no vertebrates

Continental

resistance of the object

only exists as a result of an interaction

Planets

transform boundaries
slide

Temperate

Translational

Load

measured in terms of
change in direction
and position in time interval

Velocity

Forces through physical contact

zodiac

Stars

Earth Core

Temperature

macro

Speed

Terrestrial Planets

continental plates shift

Climate

Radio Waves

Height=energy in wave
Loud=high amplitude

Low pitch

Force Affecting Motion

output > intake

Weather
air pressure

nuclear
fusion

Prostars

nitrogen
oxygen

charge particles

condensation

how fast are molecules moving
fahrenheit

High pitch

map of milky way

rotates

Earth Atmosphere

Ionosphere

hole allows in radiation

celsius

Amplitude

Observational Motion

Constellations

Mesosphere

fronts

condition of atmosphere
at a certain place & time

Frequency

Quantum
Field Theory

bump into each other and spread out
moves from high to low temperature

Do not need molecules to travel
Need molecules to travel

Molecules bumping into one another

pleasant sound has
a regular wavelength

bipolar flow

Thermosphere

barometer
measures

ocean currents
source of pollutants

4.6B years ago

dense core

manages
solar radiation

Exosphere

high

pattern of weather
over long periods
~30 years

hydrosphere lithosphere

release methane &
hydrogen sulfide

low

kinetic: moving particles
thermal equilibrium

Conduction: transfer through matter
Convection: transfer through air
Radiation: transfer from the sun

Changes in motion of charges
Changes in magnetic fields

Sound

Wavelength

parts of celestial sphere

Big Bang

supernova

condenses
into clumps

generates
clouds

Interplanetary Space

air
descends

living things
impact climate

precipitation

Forms
of Energy

sunspots

catalyst
gravity
and heat

Air Pressure

e.g. greenhouse gases

Phy
sic

comet

helium

condensation

Biosphere

Waves

surface

clouds of gas/dust
(Nebulae )

hydrogen

a fossil record

air
ascends

Thermal

Gravitational

sequences of changes
found in layers of rocks

Evolution

Infrared

only wavelengths eye can detect
incandescent light
light energy converted from heat

Microwaves

energy due to motion

natural selection

enormous number of
different life forms exist

Visible Light

food from sunlight

scientific explanation
for history of life on earth

similarities in anatomy
and molecular structure

Visible Light

Mechanical

described by position
and velocity as
functions of time

differences among individuals in populations
affect their ability to reproduce and survive

degrees of relatedness
among species

Energy Transfer

splitting a nucleus

takes up space & has inertia

Science
Roadmap

micro

changes in arrangement of atoms

Potential

Mass

s
e
c

Preferential Survival

Classification

air pollution

thermal pollution
supply of oxygen decreases
anareobic organisms
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food chains
different for
each ecosystem

herbivores

matter and energy are
conserved in each change

what affects one biome
can affect the earth

set of all living organisms
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gravitational force

Basic
Needs

higher eats lower

Trophic Levels

living things combined
and recombined

Ecosystems

conversion of light energy
into stored chemical energy
primary source of
energy for plants

Water

dissipated into
the environment

Abiotic Factors

Environment

too much to handle

34

changes in
motion under
influence of force

Life Sc
ien

Materials
for Growth

Sunlight

Heat

aquatic
desert
forest
grassland
tundra

diffusion of pollution

elements arranged by
atomic number

Properties of Matter

extraction from food

polar ice caps melt
water level up in NYC

water pollution

33

th Scienc
e
s
Ear

Asexual

Communities

finite resources
conservation of mass
conservation of energy

acid rain

V

32

Francium

Volume

allows for
photosynthesis

photosynthesis

Ozone

Argon

31

nces
Scie
al

adapts to
ecosystem

Biotic Resources

methane

18

Chlorine

30

Shape
Compressibility

(plants only)

anabolic
(build molecules)

Sulfur

Container
dependent

Liquid

Endoplasmic
Reticulum

Cellular Respiration

resemble parents

resources that are/were alive

lower atmosphere
pollutant

Barium

Phosphorous

Neon

17

Cl Ar

Independent
of container

animals
(Dolly)

Source of Energy

influenced
by heredity
and environment

technology

earthquake
hurricane/cyclone
volcano
flooding
tsunami
tornados
drought
3 oxygen atoms
wild fire

Caesium

Silicon

Fluorine

F Ne

16

S

29

Gas

Chloroplast

energy from light

over time changes affect size, diversity
and genetic compositions of populations

Natural Disasters

56

O

Oxygen

Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No Lr

Ribosomes

Photosynthesis

environment

earth constantly changing

Strontium

55

15

P

electron shells
1st shell = 2 electrons
all others = 8 electrons

e

Energy is transferred, but mass is always conserved

makes proteins

Growth & Repair

limited resources to
support populations

Population Growth

Rubidium

Aluminium

N

Nitrogen

28

digestion

catabolic
(breakdown)

metabolism

crops

Populations

Carrying Capacity

defined by:
climate
geography
soils
fauna
vegetation

39

storage/packaging

cell division

Cloning

Waste Disposal

required for
survival

soil composition
temperature range
water
light

38

23

e

Electromagnetic Waves

Parasitism

synchronous

37

14

27

K Ca Sc Ti

one benefits, other unaffected

less disease
better sanitation
better nutrition

Titanium

C

10
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RNA

Transfer RNA

Eubacteria Kingdom

species live together

Scandium

Carbon

13

9

Molecules change position

Bacteria

Symbiosis

Calcium

B

8

25

Lysosomes

Vacuoles

Messenger RNA

share same genes
humans
have bacteria

Potassium

Boron

7

24

Changes in Matter

storage

chemical blueprint

instructions
for cell

changes to cell dna

Eukarya

22

Solid

bases

Mutations

Parasite/Host

advantages to working together

21

energy production

also stores
virus instructions

chemical
environment
cell division
radiation
virus

Archaebacteria Kingdom

20

Chemical

Gogli Bodies
protein packaging

Nucleus

DNA

Commensalism

19

6
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double helix

Archaea

Magnesium

Fr Ra Ac Rf Db Sg Bh Hs Mt Ds Rg

brain of the cell

pair up to make

Sodium

5

Al Si

elements

sends proteins
to other cells

Chromosomes

single gene can influence
more that one trait

12

Mitochondria

order in which base pairs line up

Seasonal
food supplies

Migration

Beryllium

11

needs 2 to fill outer shell

2

Helium

Cs Ba La Hf Ta W Re Os Ir

makes enough
to ensure cell survives

Genetic Code

Lithium

Li Be

Rb Sr

cell respiration

surrounded by membrane

4

oxygen has 6 outer electrons

isotope
He

Na Mg

carbon dioxide
(waste)

Eukaryotic

Tissues/
Organs

blood

(atp) adenosine
triphosphate
(energy)

cell splits into two identical cells

seed creation

expelled
water

Symmetric Division

based on
arrangement
of atoms and
molecules

3

#protons ≠ #neutrons

Science Roadmap

embryonic
(easy to change)

carbon 14 isotope

6 protons, 8 neutrons
radioactive

carbon 14 in fossil vs. carbon 14 today
gains 1 proton = nitrogen

SHET
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half carbon 14 turns into
nitrogen every 5700 years
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